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0.0 Abstract: 11 

 12 

The following shows three reasons to consider the axial Doppler shift dilation or compression of 13 

time for the observer as opposed to just considering the transverse Doppler shift as that. At present 14 

most writing call only the transverse that.  Because high energy beams are noisy for various 15 

reasons and it is impossible to make control experiments on objects light years away, the error 16 

remains.   The following also shows the Doppler equations apply to motion of all periodic things 17 

(objects on conveyor belt or a beam of bullets not just waves).   18 

 19 

The three reasons are: One, the axial shift in only dependent on the geometry and velocities, which 20 

are relations between various time and space dimensions between the source and the 21 

observer.  Two, the axial shift affects the rate of periodic things in a moving line are observed and 22 

rate (frequency) = 1/time.  Three, there are no exceptions; the axial shift changes all rates observer 23 

sees from the source. 24 

 25 

The lack of an axial shift is the only error or inconsistency addressed by this paper.  With the 26 

exception that this paper will prove that length of anything along any axis appears to a moving 27 

observer to be 1/K times as big as to a stationary observer.  Where K is the resultant shift of 28 

frequency of both axil and transverse Doppler shift that light moving along that axis would have. 29 

Because frequency times wave length= c velocity if light (same in all reference planes) and wave 30 

length is distance.  Most writers just assume only the moving direction changes. 31 

   32 

1.0 Analysis of a conveyor belt:33 

 34 
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 35 

Fig. 1 36 

  37 

Given: 38 

An object every 1/ω seconds is placed on a conveyor belt moving with some velocity c (a vector) 39 

taken relative to a stationary observer and the items are to be detected by a downward looking 40 

detector moving above the belt with a vector velocity v relative to the same stationary 41 

observer.  Positive direction being a velocity moving the source to the observer.  c is used 42 

because the belt speed has the same effect as the group velocity of light in the optical Doppler 43 

effect.  Let v∙c = ||c|| ||v ||cos θ.  θ being the angle between the two velocities. The closing 44 

velocity (the sum of the components of c and v moving the items toward the detector) is c-v cos 45 

θ.  As a result, in one second, [ω (c-v cos θ)/c] items are detected.  That is the same equation as 46 

the axial Doppler shift of frequency for waves moving with a speed c and an observer with a 47 

velocity v an angle θ to c.   48 

 49 

Likewise, the classic Doppler shift equation applies to all moving periodic items such as 50 

conveyor example and machine gun bullet stream not just waves.  The term classic here is axial 51 

Doppler Shift.  If information is encoded such that a black item is a dot and a polished metal item 52 

a dash on the conveyor belt, the rate of Morse coded information observed by a reflected light 53 

sensor (the detector) also (like the other frequency) is changed by the same shift factor  54 

(c - v cos θ)/c.  Since all detectable properties of the items on the conveyor have their rate of 55 

detection shifted by the same factor.  Time appears to have been compressed or dilated 56 

depending on the sign of v.   Because the axial Doppler shift occurs in all waves and many other 57 

things like conveyor belts or a beam of bullets, Doppler shifts are due to the geometric properties 58 

(topology) of time and space not the physical properties of the observed items or mediums 59 

except that the latter determines the group velocity (C) that the conveyor belt, bullets, or waves 60 

move. 61 

 62 

By extension the observation rate of all information in the type observations above have been 63 

changed by the same Doppler factor as frequencies above.   It therefore, like the relativistic optical 64 

shift, the axial factor of all Doppler shifts is also time dilation or compression depending on it is a 65 

red or blue shift.  Because all observables about the stream of objects or waves is compressed or 66 

dilated depending if it is red or blue shift.   Since the propagation velocity of light and sound is a 67 

constant independent of any Doppler shift, when time (1/frequency) is multiplied by a factor 1/K 68 

the space dimension (c/frequency) along the propagation axis is multiplied by 1/K.    69 

 70 

Only the transverse shift is said to be time dilation by writers on relativity.  But by the above 71 

conveyor belt example it is plain the all detectible rate properties (1/time period properties) of 72 

waves and periodic moving objects see a classic axial Doppler shift.   As a result, a significance of 73 

the axial shift is that the axial shift is time is compression or dilation (change in the observed length 74 

of time segments).  75 

 76 

Because high energy beams are noisy for various reasons and it is impossible to make control 77 

experiments on objects light years away, the error remains.  Various people have made some 78 

corrections. 79 

 80 
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This paper is about the axial Doppler shift’s significance and not the exact formulas for the 81 

magnitudes of the transverse Doppler shift (Kt), the axial Doppler shift (Ka) or the total Doppler 82 

shift (K).  Therefore, transverse Doppler shift’s magnitude will be   ω’/ω=Kt, without defining the 83 

equation for Kt (were ω=frequency of a moving source as measured moving with it and ω’ 84 

magnitude of ω as detected by a stationary observer). This will avoid any error due to the difficulty 85 

in measuring light coming from objects going at significant portions of light velocity.  Another 86 

difficulty in the measurement of Kt, for most angles the axial Doppler shifts are much larger then 87 

transverse Doppler shifts.  Equation 11.30 of Jackson shows the most commonly writen 88 

combination of axial and transverse shift as the just the product of the two.  Let  Ka for the 89 

magnitude of the axial shift and K =Ka Kt for the total shift. This paper also shows a non-linear 90 

combination will result if one avoids assumptions in the Lorenz transformation.  The paper also 91 

notes that  any significant result of body forces acting on photons should be put in   92 

 93 

  94 

2.0   Einstein’s Second Postulate with both axial and transverse motion of the moving 95 

reference frame: 96 

  97 

 98 

Fig. 2 99 

 100 

The source of light will have a reference plane indicated by no superscript.  Let primed values 101 

refer to the moving observer’s reference plane.  The observer is moving with a transverse 102 

velocity vt to the light and with a velocity va parallel to the light.  In the case of a narrow beam 103 

the velocity of the observer cannot always be aligned with that of the beam.  Also there is no 104 

reflection here to cancel va.  105 

  106 

c∆t= ((c-va)
2+vt

2)1/2 ∆t’ and let vr=(vt
2+va

2)1/2 the resultant velocity, let va = vr cos θ and vt = vr sin 107 

θ. 108 

Einstein’s second postulate (c=c’) speed of light appears to be same in all reference planes. 109 

Therefore, c’=((c-va)
2+vt

2)1/2   110 

t 
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Note writers on relativity take the special case of no va, by canceling va out by reflection. That 111 

becomes an error of omission if it is presented as the general case.   There is no reflection in this 112 

analysis.     113 

 114 

c∆t=c’∆t’  ∆t/∆t’= ((1-(va/c))2+ (vt/c)2)1/2 =(1-2(va/c)+(va/c)2+(vt/c)2)1/2= (1-2(va/c)+(vr/c)2)1/2 115 

In terms for frequencies:  ω/ω’=∆t’/∆t=1/(1-2(va/c)+(vr/c)2)1/2 time contraction factor.  If the 116 

direction of  va is opposite the time dilation factor 1/(1+2(va/c)+(vr/c)2)1/2. 117 

If va=0 one has the common equation for transverse Doppler shift: ∆t/∆t’=𝜈’/𝜈 = (1-(vt/c)2)1/2 118 

If vt=0 one has the common equation for the axial Doppler shift ω’/ω= (1-(va/c)) which this paper 119 

says is also ∆t/∆t’ for vt=0. 120 

 121 

If θ = π/4:  ω’/ω=∆t/∆t’=(1-2 (va/c)+ (vr/c)2)1/2 122 

 123 

If one uses spherical coordinates instead of the polar above and vr in the Z direction the equation 124 

is the same but θ becomes ϕ. 125 

 126 

Note: now time value changes with value of the angle between the light beam and the resultant 127 

velocity of the moving reference frame.  There is now a time component in X direction, time 128 

component in Y direction and one in Z direction.  Therefore (t) time is now a vector.   129 

Velocity now becomes L ) T  =Σi (|Ln)|Tn |) 1n  , where 1n is the unit vector in the n direction.  A 130 

derivative is obviously dL ) dT.     ) will called directional division or directional quotient. 131 

  132 

In the above transformation the axial and transverse Doppler shifts do not combine by just 133 

addition or multiplication.   For the rest of the paper it will be assumed they combine by 134 

multiplication since some others did (Jackson eq. 11.30).   But the best guess for the most 135 

general case is the above equation.  136 

 137 

For the speed of velocity to be a constant all reference planes wave length λ and by extension all 138 

lengths L are given by:  c= ωλ=c’=ω’λ’ which implies ω’/ω=λ/λ’=L/L’=K=the Doppler shift. 139 

In all directions L’/L=1/K, where K= the total Doppler shift for light in that direction.  140 

 141 

                        142 

3.0 Fourier series proof of the effect of all Doppler shifts on modulation in time periodic 143 

objects: 144 

 145 

Any set of periodic objects or events (including any modulation on them) observed for a length of 146 

time G is a piece wise continuous function and therefore has a convergent Fourier series 147 

representation.   The value of each nth harmonic has the form An sin (n ω0 T +c), where ω0 is the 148 

fundamental frequency and An are constants.  The optical Doppler shift multiplies the frequency 149 

of each of the harmonics by a factor K.  So the value of a harmonic at time T now happens at 150 

T/K.  Therefore the value of the sum of all harmonic at T (by superposition) also now happens at 151 

T/K.  That means the whole function, of a time period =G, now has a period of G/K not G.  It is 152 

left to the reader to verify by calculation that for T greater than G the values of the Fourier series 153 

representation just repeat the original wave and do the same for values of T greater than G/K in 154 

the shifted function or wave.  The wave or function has been compressed or dilated in time 155 

depending on K being greater than one or less than one.  In the blue shift K >1 and K<1 in the red 156 

shift. 157 
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4.0 Any significant effect of body forces on the frequency of light should not be forgotten: 158 

 159 

General Relativity deals with effect on light by body forces and should not be forgotten.  If B=a 160 

conservative body force, Cv=vector velocity of light:  h ∆ω=∫(B∙Cv/c)dr where: c=abs(Cv), r =a 161 

distance in the direction of B, h=Planck’s constant. Kb= 1+{∫(B∙Cv/c)∙dr}/h = body force shift 162 

factor in the light’s source’s reference plane.  This Kb should multiply the K (resultant of Doppler 163 

shifts) to get the resultant frequency shift with body forces acting on photons.  Note, the 164 

components of B perpendicular to Cv changes the direction of Cv but not the abs Cv because light 165 

has a mass = hω/c2.   166 

 167 

Equations motion for a photon:  168 

 169 

Let the subscript o be at time zero:   170 

Energy=hωo+{∫(B∙Cv/c)∙dr; with a constraint equation of c=abs (Cv) 171 

   172 

Appendices: 173 

 174 

Appendix 1.0 Significance of the axial shift being time dilation like the transverse shift:   175 

 176 

1.1 For a light beam: 177 

 178 

For energy and mass in a light beam (assume steady state waves except for encoding and 179 

boundaries far from the example, positive v and c; the source is moving to the observer): 180 

 181 

The axial shift has an angle term.   The most common equation (Jackson) that the total shift for 182 

light is:  ω/ω’=KaKtKb =[1+(v/c) cosθ] Kt Kb=K.  Where K= the total shift, Kb=body force shift, 183 

Kt = the transverse shift and Ka = the axial shift and θ is the angle between light beam and the 184 

closing velocity between the observer and the source.  v= closing velocity of the observer to the 185 

source, c= speed of light, ω’=frequency observed by the observer, ω = frequency relative to the 186 

source.  Since time=1/frequency=t’/t=ω/ω’= 1/K.   187 

The energy in one photon (e) is proportional to ω:  e’/e = ω’/ω=K.   But from section 2.0: the real 188 

K=1/(1-2(va/c)+(vr/c)2)1/2 should be used not KtKa. 189 

 190 

 191 

 192 
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Fig. 3 193 

 194 

For the Poynting Vector S:  S=energy/(time x  area)= ω x energy/area.  The crosssectional area 195 

of the beam at the point being observed is the product of the two transverse lengths.  S’=Kd 
2ω 196 

energy/(A/Kq
2)=(Kd  Kq)

2 S.  Where Kd is total Doppler shift of the beam and Kq is the total 197 

Doppler shift a beam traveling transverse to the Poynting vector would have if it existed. 198 

 199 

1.2 For a mass:   200 

 201 

Atoms interact and are measured by their electromagnetic fields and their gravitational fields and 202 

they travel at the velocity of light. Therefore, the Doppler shift should be the same as for 203 

light.    Let E= energy and m=mass.    204 

 205 

 m’/m= E’/E = ω’/ω=K 206 

 207 

By mathematical induction the same rules works for v=0.  For v=1 the rules work and for v=1/2 208 

they work, also for v=1/n for all n>1.  Therefore they work for v=0.   209 

  210 

Kinetic energy = (m’-m)c2 = (K-1)m c2 .  This should go into the Hamiltonian in developing 211 

relativistic quantum mechanics. 212 

  213 

Since a K with a non-zero axial Doppler shift is directional (varies with angle of motion), mass is 214 

directional not a scaler.  To find momentum one has to use the equivalent A L B= Σi |ai| |bi| 1i 215 

where 1i is a unit vector in the i direction. 216 

 217 
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Momentum= M L V, where M=mass vector, V=velocity vector.  A good name for L would be 218 

direction product so as not to confuse it with cross product sometimes called vector product. An 219 

integral form is obviously ∫A L dB. 220 

 221 

Since the Hamiltonian is energy H’/H=K.    Which for particles interacting with fields become 222 

H={(cP-eA)2+m2 c4}1/2 +eϕe+mϕg  Where P is momentum, A is magnetic vector potential, e= 223 

electric charge, m=mass, ϕe is electric potential, ϕg is gravitational potential. Therefore 224 

K=P’/P=A’/A=m’/m= e’ϕe
’/eϕe=m’ϕg’/m ϕg.   225 

 226 

Note equations using electric charge, or gravitational charge do not lend themselves to 227 

dimensional analysis. Because the permeability constants need to have dimensions to get the 228 

right dimensions in the equation results.  Determining Doppler shifts for those charges are not 229 

straight forward.  For example: potential energy of two charges e (gravitational or electric 230 

charges) r distance apart is E= μ e x e /r, where μ = permeability.  Without μ having dimensions, 231 

e would have dimensions = (energy x length)1/2.  It is universally accepted that mass= 232 

gravitational charge. 233 

 234 

Since there is energy in an electric or gravitational field proportional to the charge, it is a good 235 

guess that electric and gravitation charges have the same Doppler shift as light.  236 

                                                                                                                                                            237 

               238 

            1.3 Effect on wave function equations  239 

  240 

Because the probability for finding a particle must be the same in all reference planes the wave 241 

function must be invariant under change of reference point (observers). 242 

  243 

  244 

Appendix 2.0 A new law of time (to be used on blue shift): 245 

 246 

Exact observations of the future is impossible because of some unknown noise or multiple futures.  247 

 248 

The reason is: In a universe with only one future, any group that had a future observing device, 249 

would try to negate undesirable avoidable events.  But in the macroscopic world with only one 250 

future an event and its negation cannot exist at the same time.  So that group could not get an exact 251 

observation of an avoidable undesirable event until at least that event is no longer avoidable. 252 

Therefore, there exists some undocumented noise or multiple futures in the nature of time 253 

 254 

 255 

A2.1 Problem with information reflected from repeater: 256 

 257 

If a modulated beam of duration G is reflected by moving repeater (a mirror or other object 258 

absorbs before sending a repeat) back to the source, the source sees a Doppler shift factor not just 259 

K but K2. The existence of Doppler radar proves reflections have a Doppler shift. In the case that 260 

a repeater moves toward both source and observer, the observer sees K2 is a double blue 261 

shift.  Which means if there was no built in noise and there is only one future, information would 262 
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be seen faster by the observer than it is sent by the source. That is the observer seeing 263 

information coming out of the future. But from the new law of time: an observer on the source 264 

cannot see an avoidable event until at least the event is no longer avoidable.  The existence of 265 

any time travel idea such as worm holes would this reason for such noise also. 266 

 267 

Appendix 3.0 Application to Compton Effect as an Example:268 

 269 

Fig. 4 270 

 271 

From momentum considerations:  ϒo, ϒ1, and the locus of m are in one plane.  There is also a Z 272 

direction out of the paper. Although ϒ1  and the path of m define a plane which ϒo is in, the 273 

observer in not in it in the general case. Let Ƞ be the angle the X- Y plane makes with the line 274 

between the observer and the electron, such that Y.A=A cos Ƞ and Z∙A=sinȠ. 275 

Let x be an axis in the direction of the electron after collision (m1) and y a normal to it in the plane 276 

of it’s velocity v and the observer.  The electron before collision (mo) and the measuring equipment 277 

(observer) will be assumed to be stationary. 278 

 279 

Let ϒo be the initial gamma ray and ϒ1 be the gamma ray after collision.   Let mo be the rest mass 280 

and initial mass of the electron and K be the total Doppler shift seen by stationary equipment 281 

measuring the properties of the electron after the collision.   282 

 283 

      The initial energy or frequency of ϒo  is known.  Also known is the positon of the observer and 284 

initial position of the electron.  That means the angle θ is known as a function of the electron 285 

velocity (including direction) and time. ϕ = arctan (vy/vx). 286 

 287 

Conservation of Energy: 288 

h ωo = h ω1 + mo c
2

 (K-1)  289 
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 290 

Conservation of Momentum: 291 

Momentum= ∂Energy L ∂Velocity= Σ ∂E/∂Va a {That is  ∂E/∂Vx i + ∂E/∂Vyj + ∂E/∂Vz k} i,j,k are 292 

unit vectors in the x,y,z directions. 293 

 294 

That gives 4 equations, the energy equation, and 3 momentum equations. θ goes out of the paper, 295 

it is the total angle of the electron’s velocity with a line from the electron to the observer. K is the 296 

one thing that varies in the Z direction.  297 

z 298 

The momentum of the gamma rays in their direction propagation is taken to be hω/c (which is their 299 

energy/speed).  Because there is no velocity component in the Z direction it can be ignored except 300 

it is part of K (Doppler shift factor) and θ. 301 

  302 

In the x direction:  (h ωo /c) cos ϕ= [(h ω1/c) cos φ] + ∂ [mo c
2 

 (K-1) cos ϕ]/∂(vr cos θ)         303 

ωo cos ϕ= ω1 cos φ+  [mo c
3 /(h vr)][(K-1)(∂cos φ /∂ (vr cos θ))+ cos φ ∂K/∂ (vr cos θ)]      Note: K 304 

is a function of vr and cos θ 305 

  306 

In the y direction: 307 

0= (h ω1 / c)  sin φ   - ∂ [mo c
2

 (K-1)  sin φ]/∂(vr sin θ cosȠ) 308 

ω1 sin φ =mo (c
3 /h)[(K-1) ∂(sin φ)/ ∂ (vr sin θ cosȠ) + sin φ ∂K/∂ (vr sin θ cosȠ)] 309 

  310 

In the Z direction:  Since there is no velocity in the Z direction, Z momentum=0. 311 

0=0 312 

 313 

That is 3 equations for the unknowns from conservation of momentum and energy; plus θ and ϕ 314 

are known as functions of the electron velocity and equipment geometry. 315 

 316 

 317 

 318 

 319 

Appendix 4 Effect on Partition Functions Hot Plasmas: 320 

 321 

Since axial Doppler shift affects kinetic energy and has non zero variance due to than angle term, 322 

it will spread the partition function range.   323 

The axial Doppler shift value is 1-(v/c) cosθ, The (v/c) cos(θ) part of the axial Doppler shift 324 

{θ=angle between the velocity of an atom and a line from the atom to the observer} has a mean 325 

value (over all angles of the axial Doppler shift) = zero.  But square deviation from the mean is 326 

the average of (cos(θ)-0)2 over a spherical surface of radius r: ∫2π [(r sin θ)][r cos2 θ] dθ /(4 π r2) 327 

=∫(1/2) (sin θ ) (cos2) dθ = -(2/2)[cos3(π/2)-cos3 (0)]/3=1/3.   Therefore the variance is 1/3 of v/c 328 

part axial Doppler shift.   The variance of axial Doppler shift is therefore (v/c)/3 since the 329 

variance of 1 is zero. 330 

 331 

 332 

 333 
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8.0 Summary:  334 

 335 

The total Doppler shift (product of axial and transverse Doppler shifts) not just the transverse shift 336 

changes the observed duration of events (size of time segments). The magnitude of mass is 337 

determined by measuring the effects of the mass’ gravitational field or other fields, therefore the 338 

mass and those fields have the same Doppler shift. Therefore, the observed magnitude of a moving 339 

mass changes with the position angles and velocity by same fraction as the total Doppler shift K 340 

including angular changes.   The Doppler shift does affect encoded information.  Something in the 341 

nature of time acts as uncertainty, noise, or jamming preventing information about future events   342 

being transmitted to the present.   343 

  344 
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